Abstract—A growing trend in repackaging attacks exploits the Android virtualization technique, in which malicious code can run together with the victim app in a virtual container. In such a scenario, the attacker can directly build a malicious container capable of hosting the victim app instead of tampering with it, thus neglecting any anti-repackaging protection developed so far. To mitigate this issue, we proposed MARVEL [26], the first methodology that allows preventing both traditional and virtualization-based repackaging attacks. MARVEL relies on the virtualization technique to build a secure virtual environment where protected apps can run and be checked at runtime. To assess the viability and reliability of our protection scheme, we implemented it in two tools: MARVELoid to protect the plugins, and a container app (Trusted Container) that enforces the protection at runtime.

In this paper, we describe the automatic testing pipeline used in the experimental campaign conducted to evaluate the MARVEL implementation in terms of correctness, performance, and effectiveness. Moreover, we perform an in-depth analysis of the dataset used during the evaluation and discuss the open challenges. The first set of experiments aims to evaluate the protection performed by MARVELoid, verifying its viability and reliability. To do so, we protected 4000 apps with 24 different configurations of the MARVELoid protection parameters (i.e., 96k protection combinations). MARVELoid was able to inject the protection into 97.3% of the cases, with a processing time of 98 seconds per app on average. Then, we evaluate the runtime overhead introduced by our solution, which turned out to have a negligible impact in terms of average CPU (<5%) and memory overhead (<0.5%).

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Android repackaging attacks is to lure the user into installing a non-legitimate app that looks like the original one. The attacker generates such a malicious app by reverse engineering the target app, modifying its content (e.g., injecting malicious code), recompiling and finally distributing the modified app on the app markets or through other channels. Given the similarity between repackaged and original apps, the user is unable to distinguish between them and can be fooled into installing the malicious version. The repackaged app executes the attacker’s code on the victim’s phone and it might aim to damage not only the end-user (e.g., stealing sensitive data from the phone, injecting fake one), but also the app developer (e.g., re-distributing paid apps for free, removing/redirecting ads earnings, making the app willingly unusable).

A recent growing trend in repackaging attacks concerns the exploitation of the Android virtualization technique [10] to generate and distribute malicious repackaged apps in an easier way with respect to the traditional attacks. Android virtualization enables an app (i.e., container) to create a virtual environment, separated from the Android default one, in which other apps (i.e., plugins) can run while fully preserving their functionalities. The container has complete control over its plugins: it can execute any app in its virtual environment (i.e., even apps that are not installed on the mobile device), control the runtime behavior of the app, and its interaction with the Android framework API. Thus, a maliciously crafted container could inject arbitrary code inside the running plugins and modify — or even block — their API calls, passing unnoticed to the apps themselves. To do so, the container leverages its proxy role to perform such modification without modifying the content of the plugin’s APK.

The popularity of the virtualization technique, confirmed by the number of downloads of virtualization apps on the Google Play Store [33], [14], [32], is given by its main use case scenario: running multiple instances of the same app on a single device. In this scenario, if a user has two separate Telegram accounts and wants to use them simultaneously, he can have the first running in the Android environment and the second in one of the virtualized contexts. Besides legitimate uses, the virtualization technique has already paved the way for threatening attacks [38], [37], [28], [10].

With respect to traditional repackaging attacks, virtualization-based ones are easier to setup. The former requires the attacker to i) decompose the APK of the victim app, ii) detect and, in case, remove anti-repackaging protections, iii) inject some malicious code, and iv) recompile it again. On the other hand, virtualization-based repackaging attacks allow the attacker to make the container execute the original victim app along with some malicious code without requiring any modification of the original APK. Besides creating a virtual environment, a container app can also hijack user input and steal users’ sensitive data. The malicious code can be part of the container logic or another plugin running in the same virtual environment as the victim. Two examples of virtualization-based malware have already been detected in the wild [6], [5], which target respectively Twitter and WhatsApp.

To defend against the malicious usage of the virtualization
technique, researchers have put forward some solutions [34], [28], [10], [47], [18], [29]. The majority of them are distributed as a library that plugins have to embed to detect at runtime whether they are running in a virtual environment. The limit of such approaches is twofold: the checks they rely on can be easily bypassed [4], and they are not able to distinguish between benign and malicious usage of the virtualization technique. On the contrary, two solutions [32], [29] have been proposed to defend against virtualization-based repackaging attacks. Both of them rely on a static analysis approach to detect any usage of the virtualization technique and the purpose of its usage. Being designed as static analysis tools, they are affected by well-known limitations (e.g., missing evaluation of code dynamically loaded at runtime).

Given the number of malware samples designed on top of the virtualization technique, we believe there is an urgent need to provide a reliable defense methodology that can i) prevent any repackaging attack, and ii) be adopted by any Android user straightforwardly. To this aim, in our previous work [26], we proposed MARVEL (i.e., Mobile-app Anti-Repackaging for Virtual Environments Locking), the first dynamic anti-repackaging solution based on the virtualization technique. MARVEL relies on a “trusted” container that creates a virtual environment where plugins equipped with proper anti-repackaging checks run. Furthermore, we developed MARVEL protection scheme in two prototypes: MARVELoid, a standalone tool to inject anti-repackaging protection, and the Trusted Container (TC), a virtualization-based app that enforces the MARVEL protection at runtime. To evaluate the feasibility of MARVEL, in our previous work [26], we conducted an experimental campaign based on an automatic testing pipeline. In particular, we protected 4000 apps with 24 different configurations of the protection parameters (i.e., workloads), ending up with 96k different protection combinations. The tool achieved the 97.3% of success rate and required — on average — only 98 seconds per app to introduce the protections. Then, we evaluated the protected apps at runtime, measuring the number of failures in their execution and the overhead introduced by MARVEL in terms of CPU and required memory. The results showed that our solution introduces a limited overhead with respect to traditional virtualization techniques, i.e., an increment - on average - up to 4.7 percentage points (pp) in the CPU usage and 0.2 pp for the consumed memory.

In this work, we present the details of the automatic testing pipeline we designed to conduct the experimental campaign in our previous work [26], as well as the dataset of apps we used for the runtime evaluation. Our testing pipeline aims to evaluate the correctness, performance, and effectiveness of the MARVEL implementation. In particular, we focused on the repeatability of the results, i.e. on the process of obtaining the same results as the reported ones through an independent experiment. To this aim, we released both the source code of the developed tools (i.e., MARVELoid, Trusted Container, and the automatic pipeline) and the results of our experimental campaign [3] for which we also obtained the “2021 ACSAC Distinguished Artifact Award” [3]. We believe that releasing software is an important step toward the reproducibility of research results, and it strongly contributes to the deployment of novel security solutions in a real-world scenario.

**Organization.** The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II we illustrate the threat model considered for the design of MARVEL, together with a motivating example and an overview of MARVEL; Section III presents the goals we wanted to achieve through our testing pipeline as well as the details of the dataset of apps we used; in Section IV we describe the design of the testing pipeline, while in Section V we present the results obtained through the experimental campaign. Finally, we conclude the paper by comparing our testing methodology with the ones presented in previous works in Section VI and with closing remarks and possible future extensions in Section VII.

## II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly summarize the threat model of the repackaging attack, present a motivating example, and introduce the key aspects of the MARVEL protection scheme.

### A. Threat Model

The goal of a repackaging attack is to distribute a modified version of an Android app that contains a malicious payload. The victim is a general Android user, daily enjoying her mobile device and regularly downloading apps from any app market (e.g., Google Play Store and Amazon App Store). The malicious payload can be injected into the victim app through different methodologies according to the approach chosen by the attacker: traditional repackaging or repackaging through the virtualization technique. To achieve her purpose, we assume the attacker can own a mobile device, eventually a rooted/customized one, and can rely on static and dynamic analysis techniques, as well as network traffic analysis ones, to inspect the behavior of the victim app. On the other hand, to protect from such threats, the apps developers inject detection and repeat the whole process (also known as the “try and error cycle”) until she obtains a working repackaged app.

In traditional repackaging [21], the attacker first downloads the target APK and analyzes it through both static and dynamic techniques. Then, she searches for any anti-repackaging and anti-tampering (AT) protections in the target app. AT controls check some metadata of an app (e.g., the signature or the package name) to detect modifications. If at least a match is found, the attacker needs to try deactivating the protections; otherwise, she can directly inject some malicious code into the app or modify the original one. Next, the attacker extensively tests the repackaged app to check whether it works properly. If this is the case, she can redistribute the repackaged app to an app store. Otherwise, she needs to carry out further analysis and repeat the whole process (also known as the “try and error cycle”) until she obtains a working repackaged app.

A virtualization-based repackaging attack is depicted in Fig. I. This attack is far less complex than the traditional one and much more powerful: a container can execute any external app as a plugin without modifying it, thus passing undetected to traditional AT controls and logic bombs. Furthermore, its proxy capabilities allow intercepting all the API invocations to the Android OS and tampering with the responses, thus overcoming the existing anti-virtualization solutions [4].
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1 https://github.com/totoR13/MARVEL
These malicious apps were distributed in the wild [6]. Some fake and malicious versions of the WhatsApp messenger signature verification that limit standard repackaging attacks, while WhatsApp implements several controls (e.g., environment controls (e.g., emulator and root detection). For instance, WhatsApp can intercept and tamper with any interaction with the Android OS, bypassing dynamic solutions fail since the malicious container i) does not modify the text written by the user, and sending the cipher text over the network. The malicious container hooks such a method and logs the input parameter (i.e., plain text of the coming message).

It is worth noticing that a malicious user can create a generic container hooking only Android view items, such as the TextView. However, this approach has a limitation since it retrieves all the possible strings shown.

Finally, we point out that, thanks to the Android virtualization, we can overcome the integrity checks performed in the plugin apps. In particular, current anti-repackaging solutions fail since the malicious container i) does not modify the code of the victim app, thus neglecting static AT checks (e.g., signature verification), and ii) can intercept and tamper with any interaction with the Android OS, bypassing dynamic environment controls (e.g., emulator and root detection). For instance, while WhatsApp implements several controls (e.g., signature verification) that limit standard repackaging attacks, some fake and malicious versions of the WhatsApp messenger app were downloaded more than a million times from the Google Play Store, and they were able to retrieve sensitive information through the malicious container.

C. MARVEL

In this section, we introduce the MARVEL methodology and how it is implemented, highlighting the key aspects related to the testing phase. We refer interested readers to [26] for a detailed description of our protection scheme.

MARVEL is an anti-repackaging protection scheme that leverages the virtualization technique to prevent both traditional and virtualization-based repackaging attacks. Furthermore, MARVEL fulfills the following security requirements:

- (R1) Preventing the attacker from being able to statically analyze an app to fully reconstruct both the code and the protection controls.
- (R2) Preventing an app from being executed in a malicious container that bypasses traditional AT checks.
- (R3) Detecting an intermediate malicious container that is run in the container's virtual environment and executes a plugin.

MARVEL encompasses a mobile device running any recent version of the Android OS (i.e., Android API 26+) and a container. Furthermore, MARVEL requires that the protected apps can be successfully executed only as plugins in a trusted virtual container, which is responsible for unlocking the anti-repackaging protections. In our scenario, we suppose that the container is a system service that does not require root privileges, like Google Play Services (GPS) [11]: during the first execution, an app verifies if the trusted container is installed (e.g., apps use the isGooglePlayServicesAvailable method to verify the availability of GPS) and, if this is the case, it requires to be executed by the Trusted Container (TC). Mobile vendors have already adopted a similar approach. For instance, Samsung Knox [27] is a commercial solution for Mobile Device Management that exploits a pre-installed trusted app that manages corporate data and apps.

MARVEL protects plugins through two approaches: code splitting and Interconnected AT (IAT). The former allows removing portions of code from the original app, replacing it with fake code (or methods). Thus, it introduces a mitigation against static analysis inspection (i.e., requirement R1). To do so, we injected a custom ClassLoader (CCL) into the process of the plugin, which is in charge of i) resolving the requested class, ii) checking if it contains some fake methods, and iii) in case of fake methods, replace them with the correct ones. The latter involves injection controls, which are evaluated during the interaction between the container and the plugin. Thus, the controls fail if the plugin is not executed in the expected container (i.e., requirement R2), or the container cannot communicate with the intended plugin (i.e., requirement R3). Furthermore, MARVEL enables the use of combined protection patterns, e.g., the injection of an IAT in the code of a method extracted using code splitting. Such a composition increases the difficulty in bypassing the protections, as the
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attacker is forced to execute and reconstruct the entire package before trying to locate and deactivate all the IAT controls. It is worth noting that, while the MARVEL protection focuses on the Java layer, it is always applicable even to apps entirely written in C/C++: to interact with the native code, an app needs a Java “stub” class with the task to load and interact with C/C++ code. Moreover, the solely Android component entirely supported by the native code is the Activity: an app that wants to interact with a different component has to implement it in a Java layer.

We implemented the MARVEL protection scheme in a prototype tool, called MARVELoid, which injects the protection in the plugins, and we extended the VirtualApp framework [16] to develop the trusted container responsible for the enforcement of the runtime protection. The source code of MARVELoid and the trusted container are available at https://github.com/totoR13/MARVEL.

MARVELoid is a Java-based tool devoted to the generation of the protected plugin starting from the original app: it performs the code splitting and injects the IATs controls (both the base ones and those with encryption). The tool leverages the Soot framework [12] to analyze and modify the bytecode of the Android app, and Jarsigner [22] to sign the output file(s), builds the APK and re-signs it with classes.dex information of the resulting APK required by the container to perform integrity checks on the plugin. On the other hand, the TC is an extension of the VirtualApp framework in charge of offering the virtualized environment to execute the plugins and enforcing the MARVEL protection at runtime. In detail, the container i) performs the integrity checks of the plugin, ii) interacts with the plugin through the IATs, and iii) restores the original content of the fake methods (if the check succeeded).

III. TESTING METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce the main goals of our experimental campaign, and we detail the stages of our testing pipeline.

A. Testing Goals

The experimental campaign aims to verify the applicability of MARVEL protection scheme in the wild and the fulfillment against the repackaging attacks. To do so, we advocate that the testing pipeline should achieve the following testing goals (TG):

a) TG1 — Correctness: The pipeline evaluates the MARVEL protection to find possible errors (i.e., failures during the protection process or the runtime evaluation), improve the quality of the software, as well as verify and validate the transformation done. In our scenario, we verify how many apps can i) be statically protected with MARVELoid, and ii) be executed in the Trusted Container. In addition, we investigate the failure samples to identify the causes of such exceptions. For instance, MARVELoid modifies the bytecode of the plugin app (e.g., performs the code splitting), and we have to verify if such modifications result in a valid DEX file.

b) TG2 — Performances: The pipeline aims to evaluate how the tools (i.e., MARVELoid and Trusted Container) perform in terms of time and stability under a particular workload, which is the combination of plugin app and input parameters applied on it and affecting the number of injected protections.

On the one hand, we aim to evaluate the time for the MARVELoid transformation and the artifacts introduced by the protection mechanism (i.e., size overhead between the protected and original versions of an app). On the other hand, it is important to verify the feasibility of the MARVEL protection at runtime, monitoring the resource usage (e.g., CPU and memory) during the app execution to identify the overhead introduced by our protection scheme.

c) TG3 — Repeatability: The principle of repeatability, also known as replicability and reproducibility, refers to the possibility to obtain the same results with a high degree of reliability when the experiments are replicated. In our scenario, the testing pipeline aims to perform the same analysis, despite the set of involved apps.

In addition, the testing pipeline should also guarantee the runtime reproducibility, which refers to the amount of resources used by the different versions of the same app (e.g., protected vs. original). To do so, the pipeline executes the same sequence of graphical input events for all versions of the same app, computing the overhead for each click. Thus, different executions of the same app lead to similar results, and the computed runtime overheads are reliable (because reproducible).

As an illustrative example, we can consider an app with two buttons: the first one (A) performs an easy calculation (e.g., increment of a number by 1), while the second (B) does a heavy computation (e.g., the factorial of a number). If the overhead of resources is computed after clicking the button A of the original app and after clicking button B of the protected version of the same app, the results would be strongly influenced by the semantics of the app (i.e., heavy vs. light computation). Thus, the pipeline needs to guarantee the runtime reproducibility by emulating the identical sequence of input events.

d) TG4 — Effectiveness: MARVEL is an anti-repackaging protection scheme, which aims to protect an Android app from both standard and virtualization-based repackaging attacks. Since a protection scheme is considered effective only if it is harder to circumvent it than to reimplement a malicious app from scratch [21], the security evaluation of MARVEL plays a crucial role in the testing pipeline. In particular, we need i) to evaluate how MARVEL is reliable against different reverse-engineering techniques, and ii) to identify the steps involved in the repackaging process to overcome our protection.

It is worth noticing that our testing pipeline takes into consideration that MARVELoid accepts three input parameters (i.e., P_{repl}, P_{base\_IAT}, and P_{enc\_IAT}), which may affect the
number of injected protections. For instance, we evaluate how many failures are related to a specific protection mechanism (e.g., code splitting) or how much the protection time of MARVELoid varies depending on those parameters.

### B. Dataset

We need to evaluate our protection scheme against several real-world apps, which are widely used by Android end-users. To do so, we built a comprehensive and diversified dataset of 4000 Android apps collected from the Google Play Store in December 2020. Regarding the dynamic analysis, we randomly selected a subset of 45 apps (cf. Section V). To do so, we extracted useful app information (e.g., package name and number of downloads) using Google Play Scraper \(^1\), and we downloaded the samples with the Playstore Downloader \(^2\).

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the apps category \(^3\) and the number of their downloads \(^4\). The most representative category is Tools and the Other category is a collection of several app families (e.g., Communication and Game) which accounts for less than 2% of apps each. It is worth noticing that the apps belong to 43 different categories, and most of them (i.e., 87.3%) have been downloaded between 1000 and 5000000 times. Furthermore, the apps of the dataset have an average rating of 4 stars on the Google Play Store, and 60% of them have the minSDK above Android 4.0 to include the most recent API features.

### IV. MARVEL TESTING PIPELINE

In this section, we perform an in-depth analysis of how our testing pipeline fulfills the testing goals for each phase introduced in Section II-A.

As mentioned in Section II-C, MARVEL is implemented through two components: MARVELoid is in charge to protect a plugin app by statically injecting different protection mechanisms, while the TC is an Android app that extends the VirtualApp framework to enforce the protection at runtime. As a result of our MARVEL design, we divided the testing pipeline in two stages: static and dynamic analysis. The first — static analysis — aims to verify the reliability and efficiency of the transformation process performed by MARVELoid according to the different protection levels achieved depending on the input parameter values. Dynamic analysis, instead, tests the MARVEL protection at runtime by evaluating its effectiveness and usability. In particular, the pipeline executes the protected plugin apps in the TC to validate their execution by verifying i) the impact in terms of resource usage by the Android virtualization, IATs, and code splitting techniques, and ii) the robustness of the prototype at runtime.

In the remaining, we discuss the two phases in detail with the support of Figure 3 which depicts the main steps involved in our testing pipeline.

#### A. Static Analysis

MARVELoid is distributed as a JAR file, and we recall that it requires as input three parameters (i.e., \(P_{\text{repl}}, P_{\text{base} \text{- IAT}}, \text{and} P_{\text{enc} \text{- IAT}}\)) of the app to protect\(^5\).

\(^2\)For more details, refer to the official Github repository \(https://github.com/totoR13/MARVEL\)
leverages the validate method of the soot.Body class in the Soot framework to execute various sanity checks on the modified bytecode. When MARVELoid produces an invalid bytecode, the validate throws an exception that specifies which check is failed (e.g., use of an undefined variable).

B. Dynamic Analysis

We recall that the MARVEL protection scheme is built on top of the Android virtualization, leveraging the proxy role of the container (i.e., Trusted Container – TC) to prevent repackaging attempts and to enforce the protection at runtime. We divided the runtime evaluation into two phases (respectively, Step 3.a and Step 3.b) to evaluate the overhead introduced by both Android Virtualization and the MARVEL custom protections (i.e., code splitting and IATs) and their effectiveness.

In the first, the testing pipeline assesses the compatibility of traditional Android apps w.r.t. virtualization and the overhead introduced in terms of CPU and memory usage by the container app. To do so, it uses as a reference values the CPU and memory usage of the traditional Android apps executed directly on the device. In the latter phase, the pipeline evaluates i) the effectiveness of MARVELoid by running the protected apps inside the TC, and ii) the corresponding overhead, using the results of the standard virtualization (previous phase) as reference values. Thus, the dynamic analysis allows us to monitor the overhead introduced by both Android Virtualization and our solution on the set of selected apps. It is important to note that only the apps without any exception in the first phase are protected and executed in the second. This way, we ensure that a failure is attributable to our protection scheme (TG1). Moreover, to address TG3, the testing pipeline should be able to reproduce the exact input sequence provided to each app to allow the comparison of resource usage for different app states.

To automatically interact with Android apps (Step 4), we modified ARES [25], a black-box tool that leverages Deep Reinforcement Learning. In particular, the extended version of ARES (from now on ARES++) is able to i) execute several plugin apps in a container, ii) ensure the same input sequence for each plugin app, and iii) save the data into a database. The random testing strategies stimulate an app under testing by producing a pseudo-random sequence of events, which depends on a seed value. Also, we used the random algorithm of the ARES tool with a seed that depends on the package name of the app (i.e., the same package name guarantees the same input sequence) to ensure that ARES++ generates the same input sequence. Moreover, ARES considers only the events that trigger a “real” action on the user-interface elements of the app under testing: it generates an event depending on the list of actions that can be carried out in a specific state. Each time ARES++ generates a new input, it verifies if the app raises a new exception or executes correctly. In the first case, ARES++ parses and stores the output of the logcat utility to identify the cause of the fault (TG1). Otherwise, it retrieves the CPU and memory usage for the AUT (TG2). Since the execution of an app under virtualization is composed of two processes (i.e., container and plugin), the overall CPU and memory usage is given by the sum of the overhead provided by the two processes.

Finally, we manually validate the effectiveness of the MARVEL schema (TG4) by impersonating an attacker. In particular, we identify the reverse-engineering techniques and tools that an attacker has to implement to overcome the protection. To ensure that our knowledge of MARVEL did not influence the security evaluation, a Computer Engineering master student helped us in the analysis. He has a generic background of security and performed manual analysis with state of the art reverse-engineering tools of the protected apps to bypass the protection and perform a repackaging attack (as described in Section II-A).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we summarize the results of the empirical assessment of the MARVEL methodology presented in the original ACSAC paper [26]. Moreover, we discuss some details not present in the original evaluation due to space constraints.

A. Static analysis

The experiments were hosted on a virtual machine running Ubuntu 20.04 with 8 processors and 32GB RAM. We conducted tuning tests to detect the on-average best combinations of input percentages (i.e., $P_{repl}$, $P_{enc_IAT}$, and $P_{base_IAT}$ — workload) to ensure a reasonable trade-off between the protection overhead values and the protection level. In particular, we
computed the protection overhead and protection values for 24 different workloads (i.e., the permutations of [5, 10, 20, 30]).

The automatic testing pipeline performed 96000 protections (i.e., 4k apps for each permutation) with MARVELoid, which generated a valid APK (Fig. 4) in 97.3% of the cases. The protection of a single app took, on average, 98 seconds (standard deviation of 44 seconds). The remaining 2.7% (i.e., 2624 apps) failed due to well-known bugs of the adopted libraries (such as a Soot bug) or crashes during the tool transformation process. In the last case, the main cause of the error is computable to the code splitting technique (i.e., $P_{	ext{repl}}$), which removes some needed instruction.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the success percentage for each permutation. Although the value slightly decreases with higher values of $P_{	ext{repl}}$, it is worth noticing that its range always sits between 96% and 98%.
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Fig. 4: Percentage of apps successfully protected by MARVELoid.

Finally, MARVELoid was able to inject a minimum of 68 and a maximum of 135 protection elements in the protected apps. All in all, the average percentage of space overhead of the protected APK compared with the original one is always less than 18% (mean of 14.5%, and standard deviation of 1.6).

**B. Dynamic analysis**

For the testing phase, we used a set of emulated Android 8.0 devices equipped with a dual-core processor and 2GB of RAM.

To evaluate the compatibility with the virtual environment (Step 3.a of Figure 3), we installed and executed the 45 apps directly on the emulator to check their proper functioning and resource usage. Then, we ran the apps in a standard VirtualApp container. In this step, we collected the overhead introduced by the Android virtualization in terms of CPU and memory usage. At the end of this phase, we identified five apps that trigger an exception due to the virtual environment. Thus, we discarded such apps from the rest of the experiments. We recall that, in our prototype, we used Android virtualization as an out-of-the-box tool, leveraging the VirtualApp framework. It is worth noting that such apps are not incompatible with the virtualization per se; in fact, the open-source version of the VirtualApp framework does not support all the newer Android APIs, leading to runtime exceptions when apps implementing these features are executed.

Then, in Step 3.b, we executed the protected version of the remaining 40 apps into the Trusted Container. In particular, we tested two different combinations of the workloads, i.e., the input parameters are: $P_{	ext{repl}} = P_{\text{base IAT}} = P_{\text{enc IAT}} = 10\%$ (Setup10%) and $P_{	ext{repl}} = P_{\text{base IAT}} = P_{\text{enc IAT}} = 15\%$ (Setup15%). The protected apps contain, on average, 111 protections (i.e., 32 replaced methods, 38 IAT with encryption, and 41 base IAT) for Setup10% and 175 protections (i.e., 51 replaced methods, 58 IAT with encryption, and 66 base IAT) for the second one, with a minimum of 50 protection in both the setups.

During the experiment, 22 out of 40 (with Setup10%) and 25 out of 40 (with Setup15%) apps executed successfully. The remaining apps (i.e., 18 and 15 apps, respectively) threw new exceptions, crashed, or became unusable. We manually investigated such problems to discover the following causes:

- 8 apps (Setup10%) and 7 apps (Setup15%) crashed due to a well-known Soot bug. The bug affects the transformation process from the bytecode to the Jimple of third-party libraries included in APK files, causing the final app to crash during the execution, even if its bytecode is valid.
- 4 apps (Setup10%) and 4 apps (Setup15%) triggered a timeout defined by the UiAutomator2 library, used by ARES to test the application. Unfortunately, after a deeper investigation, we discovered that such timeout is hardcoded and cannot be modified. It is worth noticing that these apps did not crash due to the protection but were terminated by the library.
- Finally, 6 apps (Setup10%) and 4 apps (Setup15%) threw new exceptions directly related to the protection process.

Concerning the last point, the root cause analysis of the crashes caused by MARVELoid led to the discovery of two issues of our prototype implementation. The first one is related to an incorrect referencing of the Context of the app, which mainly ends up in a null pointer exception due to the absence of the correct reference. To solve this issue, we have to include a global reference of the Context object in the Application class. The second bug occurs if a replaced method is already loaded in the custom ClassLoader: a crash can occur because the CCL does not inject the correct body of the method, causing a runtime exception. In such a case, the CCL should prevent the garbage collector from removing the replaced method and restoring the original (fake) method.

Table [II] shows the minimum, average, and maximum percentage overhead values introduced by the Android virtualization (first column) and our protection mechanisms in
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5 See the related Github issues: https://github.com/soot-oss/soot/issues/1474

6 https://github.com/appium/appium/issues/12255

7 https://developer.android.com/reference/android/content/Context
TABLE I: CPU and memory usage overhead in percentage point (pp).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple container</th>
<th>Setup10%</th>
<th>Setup15%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min.</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg.</td>
<td>+0.9</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
<td>+4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max.</td>
<td>+10.9</td>
<td>+7.6</td>
<td>+24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min.</td>
<td>+3.8</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg.</td>
<td>+4.4</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max.</td>
<td>+6.1</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
<td>+0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section, we summarize the related work on repackaging attacks and countermeasures, with a specific focus on the testing methodology.

A. Anti-Repackaging

Anti-repackaging — also known as repackaging avoidance or self-protection — comprises techniques aimed at making the repackaging process more difficult for an attacker. In particular, the app developer injects detection nodes that implement anti-tampering controls.

The first anti-repackaging technique for mobile apps was proposed in 2015 by Protsenko et al. in [24]. The main idea is to encrypt the classes.dex files in the APK and dynamically decrypt them during the app execution. The authors evaluated their technique over a dataset of 749 apps from the F-Droid app store [13], but only 312 apps can be properly protected. The runtime evaluation is performed with Android 4.4.2 devices, and the apps are stimulated through the Android Monkey UI Exerciser framework.

In 2016, Luo et al. in [17] proposed SSN, which injects a set of detection nodes into the app source code (i.e., through the Java bytecode). The viability of the SSN approach has been empirically evaluated on a set of 600 apps belonging to ten app categories in F-Droid, and the experiments were conducted on emulators equipped with Android 4.1. The authors pointed out that all tested apps have been executed successfully by having an average time overhead between 6.4% and 12.4%.

In 2017, Song et al. [30] proposed an app reinforcing framework named Apps. The main idea is to create a graph of security units (i.e., detection nodes), which performs i) AT controls to detect repackaging and ii) integrity checks of other security units. Apps has been evaluated on a set of only 8 apps, which are evaluated by multiple Android version emulators (spanning from 4.4 to 6). The results indicate that no app fails, and the space overhead is up to 2% in the worst case, while time overhead spans from 2% to 140%.

In 2018, Chen et al. [7] proposed an SDC scheme, encrypting pieces of code. The ciphered portion of code is decrypted and executed at runtime only if the app is not repackaged. The dataset used for the evaluation is composed of 20000 apps that belong to 15 different categories. The testing phase involved both real users and automatic testing, and the protection introduced a time overhead below 4% for each app tested and a negligible space overhead.

In the same year, Zeng et al. [36] designed BombDroid, a defending technique that leverages logic bomb as anti-repackaging protection for Android apps. The authors built a dataset of 963 taken from F-Droid. They exploited Dynodroid [19] to execute each app for an hour, repeating the experiment 50 times per app. According to the authors’ results, the execution time overhead is almost negligible (i.e., < 2.7%), and the space overhead ranges from 8% to 13%.

In 2019, Tanner et al. [31] proposed an extension of BombDroid. The main advancement is implementing the logic bombs (i.e., AT controls and original code) in the native code. The authors tested their solution against 100 apps downloaded
from the Google Play Store and F-Droid and presented that only 47% of apps could be transformed without runtime exceptions. The runtime evaluation was performed on a real device (i.e., LG Nexus 5X), running Android 8.1.0, and each app has been tested through Monkey to generate random user’s input: the time overhead is from 1.42% up to 10.42%, while the space overhead is negligible.

In 2020, Merlo et al. [21] defined some guidelines for reliable anti-repackaging techniques and proposed a new anti-repackaging methodology, i.e., ARMAND [20], that leverages a pseudo-stochastic criterion to inject multiple types of logic bombs both in the Java bytecode and in the native code. The evaluation phase of ARMANDroid is performed on a dataset of 30000 real-world Android apps downloaded from the Google Play Store and F-Droid. For the runtime evaluation, the authors used an emulated Android 8.0 phone equipped with the latest version of Google Play Services. Authors perform both Static and Dynamic analysis, showing that 92% (out of 30000) of the app can be successfully protected, and 87% (out of 200) are executed without any runtime exception.

It is important to highlight that previous solutions rarely pay attention to how the dataset is built and how the apps are tested (e.g., differentiating between the protection phase — static analysis — and the runtime evaluation — dynamic analysis). Moreover, only ARMAND takes into consideration the security aspect of the proposed protection scheme (i.e., TG4 in the MARVEL testing pipeline).

B. Anti-Virtualization

Malicious exploitation of the virtualization technique [38], [37], [28], [10] has motivated researchers towards the design of possible defense mechanisms [34], [28], [10], [18], [29], which, to some extent, might also defend from virtualization-based repackaging attacks. Most of them (i.e., [34], [28], [33], [18]) are designed to detect whether an app is running in a virtual environment. To achieve such goal, such solutions are supposed to be included as a library that evaluates specific features of the protected app at runtime. A virtual environment provides the plugin with a different context with respect to the native Android OS that affects the following elements: permissions, number and names of the components, processes names, organization of the internal storage of a plugin, and private data sharing among plugins. For example, a plugin can be granted more permissions than the declared ones since the sharing of the UID between the container and the plugin also involves the sharing of permissions. Another example refers to the number and names of the components declared by the container, which uses stub components to wrap the plugin ones. This design implies that the Android OS is only aware of the existence of the container components (i.e., the components of the plugins get unnoticed). To test such solutions, authors collected several container app (e.g., 7 and 11 container apps respectively for [18] and [19]). Then, they executed the protected apps in the virtual environment and verified how many container apps were detected, and eventually after how much time. For instance, in [18], the authors implemented six different controls. The results show that only two controls are effective against all container apps, while the other failed in some cases.

On the contrary, VAHunt [29] relies on control-flow graphs to see whether a plugin component is eventually replaced by a stub one. If it is detected, VAHunt checks whether there is any stealthy loading of (potentially harmful) code. To test the VAHunt effectiveness, the authors built three datasets: Android app based on virtualization, apps without virtualization, and dual-instance apps. Their evaluation pipeline is divided into two phases to validate each aspect of the detection mechanism. In the former, the authors validated the virtualization detection engine, while the latter aimed to verify the detection accuracy of the code loading strategies.

In contrast with Anti-Repackaging, most testing methodologies for the Anti-Virtualization techniques only validate their effectiveness, leaving the other testing requirements uncovered. Moreover, most datasets are insufficient because they consider only a few apps (e.g., the top ones) and do not cover the heterogeneity of the real-world scenario. In particular, only VAHunt considers different aspects through a testing pipeline evaluated against a comprehensive dataset.

VII. CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the testing pipeline adopted for MARVEL, a methodology that allows protecting Android apps against both traditional and virtualization-based repackaging attacks. The testing pipeline encompasses a static analysis phase that verifies the transformation process done by MARVELoid, and a dynamic analysis phase that validates at runtime the protections injected into the Trusted Container and into the plugin apps.

From a technical standpoint, the pipeline can automatically fulfill all the testing requirements (i.e., correctness, performance, repeatability, and effectiveness), except for the TG4 during the dynamic analysis. To the best of our knowledge, there is no state-of-the-art technology that can simulate the repackaging attack in the Android ecosystem. Despite the several research work proposed so far [15], [8], [35], the attack simulation is still an open problem. However, several rating systems allow to evaluate the security of a protection scheme, which are based on the concept of risk, such as DREAD [9]. Usually, the risk is the probability that a threat occurs with respect the potential damage to the system/software if an attacker is able to exploit it. These rating systems have a downside that they are quantitative because they are based on a model of the entire system. In our manual security evaluation, in 14 days, the master student was able to automatically detect the splitted methods, but he was not able to remove and bypass the IAT controls. We acknowledge that the analysis is not exhaustive, but it is representative of a mean-skilled attacker.

From an experimental point of view, our evaluation of MARVEL with over 4.000 Android apps demonstrated the applicability and efficacy of the tool and the proposed protection scheme. Moreover, we designed the testing pipeline to ensure the reproducibility of our tests, and we published the result in the GitHub repository https://github.com/totoR13/MARVEL. As a future extension of this work, we plan to improve the exception handling in both Static and Dynamic analysis to perform improved automatic analysis of the MARVEL failures.
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